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Introduction
Early observations of gradation
) The experiments leading to the formulation of the
all-or-none principle for nerve and muscle are generally
agreed to have begun with the work of Gotch in 1902.
Previous to his investigations, it was inferred that the
gradation of the muscular response was due to the size of
the nerve impulse evoked by the stimulus. It was thought
that a stronger stimulus gave rise to a ’'larger 1 ' nerve
impulse and thus produced a larger contractile response
than did a weak stimulus. Although both Fick and
Biedermann (1895) observed that gradation occurred only
in a limited interval of the scale of excitation and that
beyond a certain point there was no increase in the
contraction of the muscle no matter how strong the
stimulus, neither of them attempted to substantiate their
convictions with further experimental evidence » Gotch,
however, by means of a capillary electrometer, obtained
records of submaximal electrical responses from a nerve
stimulated with a single weak stimulus and compared them
with the responses produced by single maximal stimuli.
He found that submaximal effects closely resembling those
^
elicited by a weak stimulus applied to a nerve trunk
could be always obtained by exciting maximally a portion
only of the nerve fibers which the trunk contained. The
rate of propagation of the excitatory wave was the same
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whether the stimulus was maximal or submaximal. Prom
his observations Gotch concluded that with both muscle
and nerve the gradation in intensity of effect with
variation in intensity of stimulus, is mainly due to the
fact that these tissues being composed of a large number
of elements have no physiological continuity with each
other. That is, the gradation appears to be due to the
number of these elements brought into activity by any
given stimulus.
Gradation by addition of muscle fibers
Keith Lucas, in a series of experiments which he
began in 1905, provided further experimental evidence for
the hypothesis of Gotch. He stimulated directly the
cutaneus dorsi of the frog and found that the magnitude
of the contraction did not increase continuously with a
continous increase in the strength of the stimulus, but
in well defined steps » The number of steps observed was
irregular and was always less than the number of fibers
in the muscle. Lucas believed there were only two
possible causes for the discontinuous gradation:
(1) The single muscle fiber responded dis-
continuously with a continuous increase in
the strength of the stimulus.
(2) The steps marked the successive addition
of a new muscle fiber or group of fibers
to the number of those which were previously
excited^^
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The latter interpretation is identical with the hypothesis
of Crotch; and Lucas concluded that this was the possible
mechanism by which contraction might be graded in a
many-fibered muscle. He felt, however, that the dis-.
continuous step-like increments of the contraction
response were composite and could be resolved by a finer
gradation of the stimulus into a number of small steps.
As for the single muscle fiber, Lucas did not believe that
it responded in a graded manner, because such activity
was not in accord with any known behavior of a cell
under excitation.
In 1906 Lucas showed that the magnitude of the
change of form produced in a muscle by a given stimulus
was the same in all parts of the muscle. The preparation
he used was the curarized sartorius of the frog. A series
of increasing break induction shocks was given at interval
of one minute and the thickening of the muscle at two
points was recorded; one near the stimulating electrodes,
the other at a distance. He found that although the
strength of the stimulus continued to increase, there was
no difference in the magnitude of change of form between
the two portions that were being observed. From these
results Lucas concluded that there was no difference in
the magnitude of the change of form in any portion of
the single muscle fiber.
Lucas (1909) obtained further experimental
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evidence in support of his hypothesis and also of Ofotch's
as to the mechanism of gradation in skeletal muscle by a
series of experiments in which the motor nerve fibers sup-
plying the cutaneus dorsi muscle of the frog were
stimulated. The purpose of these experiments was to see
whether graded stimulation of the nerve would produce
graded muscular responses, he found that when the nerve
was stimulated by a series of stimuli of increasing
strength, the contraction of the muscle increased in a
few definite steps, however, when once a step had been
reached, further increase of the stimulus caused no
further increase of the contraction until the strength
of the stimulus was such that a new step was reached and
brought into activity. The interpretation of these
results coincides with that of the results obtained by
direct stimulation of a muscle; that is, we may conclude
from both types of experiments that each step, marking
an increase of contraction, signifies that another nerve
fiber (or group of fibers) has been excited, and that as
a consequence the muscle fibers supplied by the single
nerve fiber (or group of fibers) contract.
He also observed that when the stimuli were
graded from maximal to threshold the responses were
respectively of the same number and height as when the
gradation was from threshold to maximal. Moreover,
since the number of steps was found never to be greater
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than the number of motor nerve fibers supplying the
muscle, it appeared that each nerve fiber, when excited,
caused a maximal contraction of all the muscle fibers
which it innervated. That the single muscle fiber does
not play any part as a graded system in the gradation of
muscle contraction and that it responds maximally, if at
all, to a stimulus was the assumption based by Lucas on
the above observation; namely, that the steps of contractic:
were definite and clear cut and that there was no
contraction of intermediate height between one step and
the next. Thus he concluded that gradation of muscular
response to nerve stimulation is brought about by a
variation of the number of nerve fibers that are excited
by varying strengths of stimuli.
n
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i Responses of single muscle fibers
Although Lucas did not believe that single muscle
fibers are "discontinuously graded" he had no actual
experimental evidence to prove this. It remained for
Pratt (1917), and Pratt and Hisenberger (1919) to show
conclusively, by direct experimental proof, that the
single muscle fiber responds in an all-or-none manner to
variations in the intensity of the stimulus. Most of the
experiments were done on the uncurarized sartorius of the
frog. Stimulation of the muscle fiber was accomplished
with a capillary pore electrode (Pratt, 1917) the
diameter of which was distinctly less than that of a
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6single muscle fiber.
The muscle was sprayed with very fine globules of
mercury. The response of the fiber or fibers was recorded
by photographing the movement of a particle of mercury
which was brightly illuminated.
All the records recorded showed that the response
to either single or tetanic stimulation was independent
of the strength of the stimulus. However, with increase
of stimulus there would result an increased response,
suggesting that another fiber or group of fibers had been
brought into activity by the increased stimulus. But
the greater response could always be resolved into its
components, and by finely grading the stimulus the response
of a single muscle fiber was recorded. Further decrease
of the stimulus was ineffective in producing a smaller
response of the single fiber. ‘That the smallest
irreducible response obtained was that from a single
muscle fiber was definitely shown by Eisenberger (1917).
After obtaining an apparently minimal response, he
repeatedly increased and decreased the stimulus slightly
above and below the threshold to see if any intermediate
steps could be obtained. Since no such steps were
obtainable, he continued stimulating until fatigue set
in. Under this condition the apparent minimal response
dropped out in a single step, indicating that only a single
muscle fiber was responding. Thus the all-or-none
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7principle was proven to be valid for the single skeletal
muscle fiber.
Pratt (1917) introduced the term "quantal" to
designate "the conception of structural carriers of such
integers of energy in effects discontinuously graded".
'fhe (fundamental) "quantal" of a muscle directly stimulated
would be the single muscle fiber, and the quantal of
indirect stimulation would be the single nerve fiber and
all the muscle fibers which it supplies; in other words
the motor unit. The quantal responds in an all-or-none
manner, and any increase in the response of a muscle
(which occurs in steps) to an increased stimulus is due to
the excitation and addition of one or more quantals to
those already active.
Graded response of single muscle fibers
During the decade following Pratt’s (1919)
publication of his results on the validity of the all-
or-none principle for single muscle fibers, there was no
published evidence to the contrary. However, in 1928
Pischl and Kahn reported experimental findings on the
single muscle fibers in the retrolingual membrane of the
frog, and came to the conclusion that single muscle fibers
do not follow the all-or-none principle. The excised
membrane was used, and the fibers contained therein were
diffusely stimulated both directly and indirectly. They
observed that the response of a single muscle fiber.
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stimulated in the above manner, increased from a threshold
response to a maximum as the strength of the stimulus v/as
increased. This work, consequently, precipitated a
widespread interest in the all-or-none-property of the
single muscle fiber, and many investigations were soon
undertaken.
Hintner (1930) believed that Fischl and Kahn were
unjustified in their conclusion since they used an excised’
preparation and the membrane was very likely injured in
the process of excision. Moreover, the muscle fibers
themselves were probably injured, and were not under
normal conditions since they had no blood supply. Hintner,
using an intact retrolingual membrane in situ, found that
in a fresh preparation the fibers responded maximally to
a threshold stimulus and that there v/as no increase in
contraction with an increase in the strength of the
stimulus. If, however, the preparation had been standing
for a while, the response of the fiber then increased
with an increase in the strength of the stimulus. From
this observation, namely that with increasing strength
of stimuli more and more portions of the fiber contracted,
until finally the whole fiber responded, Hintner believes
that the wave of excitation, during its passage down such
a fiber, must suffer a more or less continuous decrement.
But the decrementally conducted impulse with the
accompanying graded response was never observed in a
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9fresh preparation: it appeared only after the preparation
had been standing for some time (a few hours) or had been
possibly injured. Consequently Hintner concluded that
this decremental response was due to injury of the muscle
fibers
.
Brown and Sichel (1930) studied the responses of
a single muscle fiber isolated from the semitendenosus of
the frog. The contractions of the fiber were recorded by
attaching the fiber to the middle of a fine glass needle.
One end of the needle was fixed and the movement of the
free end, which was strongly illuminated, was photographed.
They found that with a continuous increase in the strength
of the stimulus there was a continuous increase in the
height of the contractile response of the fiber, until a
maximum contraction was obtained. Asmussen (1931, 1932),
using a similar preparation, obtained the same results
and also concluded that the all-or-none principle does
not hold for the single muscle fiber. Furthermore, he
believes that the all-or-none behavior of the muscle
fiber, when present, is a property of the end-plate
(Asmussen, 1932; Asmussen and Lindhard, 1933).
Effect of position of electrode
Gelfan (1930), using non-polarizable micro-
electrodes, began in 1929 a series of experiments on the
muscle fibers of both the excised and the intact retro-
lingual membrane of the frog. The single muscle fibers
were stimuiai^d^b^ ain^le-break induction sliocks and by
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tetanizing currents of short duration delivered through
fine capillary electrodes
. The responses of the fiber
were recorded in certain experiments by the mercury
droplet method of Pratt and Eisenberger (1S19). He
obtained graded contractions both in excised membranes
and in membranes that were in situ with the circulation
intact. Gelfan believed that these graded responses of
the single muscle fiber to changes in the intensity of the
stimulus were not a phenomenon of fatigue since the same
degree of response followed repeatedly on successive
excitations. He found that if submaximal or threshold
stimuli were used there resulted a small localized twitch
confined to the region of the electrode. This type of
response to threshold stimulation had also been observed
by Hashida (1931). Gelfan further found that if the
electrode was moved slightly away from the muscle fiber
the latter would not respond to the threshold stimulus,
while if the electrode was moved close enough to touch
the fiber, the same threshold stimulus now became effective
and the fiber responded with a small localized twitch.
Since he got graded contractions only with very fine
micro-electrodes applied close to the fiber, thus
producing a very small localized stimulus, Gelfan believes
it is oossible that the all-or-none response of a muscle
fiber might be due to a more diffuse form of stimulation.
Although Asmussen (1932) obtained graded contractions
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with coarse electrodes, Gelfan suspects that since the
fiber was isolated some injury must consequently have
resulted which might account for graded contractions even
with coarse electrode stimulation.
Since the type of stimulation employed by Fischl
and Kahn was diffuse (the nerve was stimulated by coarse
wire electrodes and the muscle fibers by metallic plates
placed on either side of the excised membrane), Pratt
(1930) suggests that their results were due to multiple-
unit gradation. By stimulating the closely packed fibers
of the hyoglossus muscle with a coarse electrode (35 p
diameter) Pratt obtained graded contractions to graded
stimuli. This result is explainable in terms of the
all-or-none principle, since with an increase in the
strength of the stimulus more fibers are brought into
activity. When the electrode was applied to a naturally
isolated fiber in the membrane the response of the fiber
was of an all-or-none character. Also, the response of
a muscle fiber of the retrolingual membrane when stimulated!
through the motor nerve fiber which innervates it, was
shown by Pratt and Reid (1930) to follow the all-or-none
principle. This latter observation was also made by Kato
and his collaborators (Kato, Hayashi, etc. 1931) who
found that when graded electrical stimuli were applied to
a nerve fiber of a motor unit preparation, the muscle
fibers responded with all-or-none contractions.
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Nevertheless, Pratt (1930) was able to confirm Gelfan's
results, and obtained submaximal contractions from the
single muscle fibers of the frog's retrolingual membrane
although these localized responses did not appear in his
records. Pratt thinks that these submaxiinal twitches
may themselves be of an all-or-none nature, and that they
are obtainable only under certain conditions.
Direct stimulation of sarcomeres
For an explanation of the mechanism of graded
contractions in single muscle fibers, Gelfan and Gerard
(1930) offer the following hypothesis. They assume the
existence of a series of transverse units (possibly the
individual sarcomeres) arranged longitudinally in the
muscle fiber. "These units possess contractility and
are independent of one another, that is, the contraction
of one does not, per se, lead to the contraction of
adjacent ones." In the normal course of events, these
contractile units are all activated by a wave of excitation
which is transmitted along the muscle fiber—probably a
membrane change propagated along the myolemma. Such a
response would be maximal since all the contractile units
respond, and would be evoked by a nerve impulse or by
a stimulus applied directly to the muscle sufficient to
set up the propagated disturbance along the muscle fiber.
Since these graded contractions are obtained only with
very fine micro-electrodes, it might be that such
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localized weak currents directly excite these individual
contractile units without arousing the propagated
disturbance, thus producing a small localized twitch.
With a weak stimulus one or probably two units would
respond since the units are independent of each other
and a contraction of one unit would not lead to a contrac-
tion of adjacent units. As the stimulus is increased,
more contractile units would be activated and the response
would be correspondingly larger. They observed, however,
that this spread of gradation was never more than one
millimeter. A strength of stimulus sufficient to cause
a spread of the contractile response greater than one
millimeter was adequate to excite the conductile mechanism
of the fiber. Such a stimulus evoked a typical maximal
twitch of the entire fiber.
delfan and (Gerard point out that the basis of their
hypothesis of the relation of excitatory area to extent
of activation is analogous to some of the results of
Lillie's iron-wire model experiments. Lillie (1932) has
shown that when a small area of the passive wire is
activated by a fine scratch, a transmitted response is
not produced, but rather a wave of activity that travels
a small distance and then decreases to zero. But if a
larger surface area of a passive wire is activated,
there is then produced a transmitted wave of activity
which travels over the whole wire.
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The graded responses in the muscle fiber do not,
it is affirmed, spread for a distance greater than one
millimeter. Consequently they would be discernable only
in the vicinity of the electrode. Gelfan and Gerard
believe then that the reason Pratt (1930) obtained only
maximal responses was because he made his observations at
a "considerable distance from the point of stimulation."
Under these conditions "no response was observed unless
the transmitted impulse (in the membrane) was initiated,
and then, of course, the response was maximal " (Gelfan
and Gerard 1930).
Absence of action potential in graded responses
It was then thought desirable by Gelfan and Bishop
(1932) to determine whether or not there was an action
potential present during a sub-maximal contraction of a
single fiber. Diphasic action potentials from muscle
fibers of the frog’s sartorius and retrolingual membrane
were recorded by means of a cathode-ray oscillograph.
Whenever an effective stimulus was applied to a muscle fibe:: 1
so that a wave of excitation travelled over the whole fiber
and the response was a maximal contraction, the process was
accompanied by an action potential, which was recorded.
But in no case was tnere an action potential recorded when
the resnonse of the fiber was submaximal. These results
are quite in accord with the hypothesis advanced by Gelfan
and Gerard. If the action potential is indeed the
nri-terion exclusively -far conduction, and
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submaximal contractions are due to a direct stimulation
of the contractile units without bringing into activity
the conductile mechanism, then these sub-maximal con-
tractions, since they are not conducted, would have no
action potential. It would seem, then, that action
potentials are present only when the wave of excitation
is fully conducted and the response therefore maximal.
Kato (1954) has confirmed these results; namely, the
apparent absence of an action current accompanying the
local non-conducted contraction. He believes, moreover,
that since the local contraction resembles a "post-narcotic
contraction the two phenomena are of a similar nature
since the post-narcotic contraction is also not accompanied
by an action current. He gives the following description
of such a post-narcotic contraction:
"When a middle portion of a long muscle, say a
sartorius, is narcotised deeply so that a contraction set
up at the upper normal part of the muscle failed to be
transmitted through the narcotised tract, a strong
mechanical or electrical stimulus applied at the impaired
region provokes a peculiar contraction localised at the
stimulated region. The contraction thus set up in the
narcotised region after the suspension of conduction from
outside electrodes is conveniently called a 'post-narcotic
contraction'". (Kato 1934)
The response of a fiber produced by pricking or
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scratching the surface appears to he "maximal" and
completely conducted (Gelfan and Bishop , 1935 ) . Although
this type of stimulation must injure the membrane which
is supposed to be the seat of the propagated impulse, the
response seems to be completely conducted since the whole
fiber responds. Such an apparently conducted response
might be expected to have an action potential. Nevertheless,
Gelfan and Bishop were unable to get action potentials
from such conducted contractures produced in single muscle
fibers by thus pricking or scratching the surface of the
fiber with a fine quartz needle.
Concept of an all-or-none propert?/- of the end-plate
Asmussen (1932) assumes that the all-or-none
behavior of muscle fibers is due to the motor end-plate,
and that the fiber itself is always limited to giving
graded responses. If the response of a fiber is submaximal
it is because the end-plate has not been brought into
activity. Asmussen and Lindhard (1933) explain the absence
of action potentials when the response of a fiber is sub-
maximal on the basis that the end-plate has not been
activated. They believe that the action potential of a
muscle fiber is alone due to potential variations in the
end-plate, which serves as a stimulus for the contractile
substance of the fiber. As evidence for this hypothesis
they cite the experimental results of Henriques and
Lindhard (1920, 1923), as well as their own work (1933)
16
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in which they never obtained action potentials when the
muscle fiber alone was directly stimulated to the exclusion
of intramuscular nerve twigs and the motor end-plate. The
objection Gelfan (1935) offers to this view is that, if
it were true, "micro stimulation would not be necessary in
the curarized preparation in order to obtain graded
responses in the single fiber," since curare eliminates
the end-plate and gradation could then be obtained with
coarse stimulation.
Duration and form of local contraction
In 1933 Gelfan measured the duration and form of
these submaximal responses. He found that the duration
of the smaller responses was somewhat shorter than the
maximal. This discrepancy he explained by the fact that
in a maximal response the activity is conducted over the
whole fiber, while in the case of a submaximal response
only a portion of the fiber is involved. "Apart from this
difference in the time relation," says Gelfan "the shape
and form of the maximal and submaximal curves are the same,
although, of course, the magnitude of the response is
larger for the maximal contractions."
Spatial summation
Recently Sichel and Prosser (1935) have demonstrated
that the non-conducted local responses produced by applying
two separate small cathodes to an isolated skeletal muscle
fiber can be spatially summated. When the fiber was
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stimulated with both cathodes simultaneously, it developed
a tension at least equal to the sum of the tensions
developed by each cathode when it alone was in the circuit
This summated tension, relative to the sum of the tensions
produced by stimulating with each cathode separately,
tended to decrease as the strength of stimulation
increased. It was also decreased as the distance between
the cathode was increased.
One can readily see from the foregoing brief review
that the phenomenon of gradation still presents many
problems. The results in some cases conflict, and many
different interpretations and explanations have been
advanced. There can be no doubt, for example, that the
apparent graded responses of the single muscle fiber
observed by Fischl and Kahn (1928) are not the same as
the localized contractions recorded by Gelfan, Pratt and
others. The following experimental work was therefore
undertaken and rigorously controlled in order to determine
if possible the conditions which influence the character
of the response in the skeletal muscle fiber.
Anatomy of preparation
The retrolingual membrane ( membrana basihyoldea
Gaupp ) of Rana pipiens is a thin mucous membrane covered
by ciliated epithelium which lies on the ventral surface
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of the reverted tongue. It forms the floor of a lymph
sac, the sinus basihyoideus . and is lacking in papillae
and glands. In this delicate membrane are contained
prolongations of the system of intrinsic lingual muscle
fibers ( stratum arcuatum Gaupp ) which, entering from
either side, run eventually in a transverse direction
(Figs. 2, 8,9). Although for the most part the single
fibers are separated, in many cases they lie one upon
another, and also cross and anastomose, These fibers are
of a flattened striated-voluntary type, and end with
branching ramifications which are inserted into the
areolar network ofthe tissue by means of delicate stands.
They are innervated by filaments from the hypoglossal
nerve. The membrane, as a branching and anastomosing
system, suggests an interconducting syncytium. However,
the branches and commissures are apparently partitioned
into discrete members which are functionally independent
although they may be contained in a common sheath.
Method
The method of preparation is essentially the same
as that described by .Pratt and Reid (1930). A median
longitudinal superficial incision is made in the 'ventral'
(now upper) surface of the everted tongue of the pithed
frog. Under the dissecting microscope, the various layers
of tissue are then carefully cut along the mid-line with

care not to injure the large blood vessels of the rich
bilateral vascular supply. During this procedure, the
preparation is kept moist with Kinger solution { 0 . 65% NaCI;
0.014% KC1 ; 0.012% CaCl 2 ; 0.003% NaHCOg). When a small
opening has been made into the sinus basihyoideus it is
filled with a few drops of Kinger. The presence of the
fluid in the sinus distends the remaining tissue and
raises the tissue above the membrane so that the tissue
can now be cut away with little danger of inducing undue
hemorrhage or cutting the membrane. The genioglossus
and hyoglossus muscles are cut transversely so that a
larger field of the membrana basihyoidea can be obtained.
The frog is now placed (prone position) in a Petri
dish containing enough Kinger solution to cover the
membrane. A thick glass disc (a. Fig. 1) is inserted
from below into the opening in the sinus basihyoideus,
thus allowing the membrane to rest on the disc. The dish
is then set on the microscope stand and transilluminated
from below. A low-power objective was found advisable
for all the experiments since with it a large portion of
any given fiber could be viewed in one field.
Electrodesr^TM r—
Quartz-covered platinum micro-electrodes (Taylor,
1925) were used to stimulate the fibers. A platinum wire
(No. 27 standard guage) was inserted into a close-fitting

electrode; g-g, submersion level. (From Pratt and Reid,
Science, 1930, p.431)
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quartz capillary (0.5 mm. inside bore) and then drawn
over a gas-oxygen flame.
In order to effect this operation successfully it
is important to draw the capillary at the exact moment
the platinum has reached its melting point. If this
point is passed, the metal separates, and one or both ends
may fuse into a ball. The melting point of quartz being
lower than that of platinum, the capillary is ready to
be drawn earlier than is the platinum. There is a
tendency, therefore, to draw out the quartz before the
platinum has become ductile, however, if a quick steady
pull is made at the time the platinum has just reached
its melting point, it is possible to obtain a perfectly
insulated needle-point less than one micron in diameter.
The platinum wire at the undrawn end should extend a few
millimeters beyond the quartz capillary. This end is
fused to an insulated copper wire of any desired length.
The micro-electrode was mounted in a holder attached to
an Emerson micromanipulator.
For the most part, unipolar stimulation was
employed. The active electrode (0.25-4 ju diameter) was
placed in position to stimulate a muscle fiber directly
by means of the micromanipulator (Fig. 2). A large
.
indifferent electrode was placed in the bath covering the
!
4
!
I
preparation (Fig. 1).
When this work was begun an indue torium was
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Figure 2
Photomicrograph of unstained prepartion showing
electrode (E) in position to stimulate fiber (F).
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employed, and break Induction shocks were used to stimulate
the fibers. When local contractions were obtainable it
was found that they could be produced both with cathodal
and with anodal stimulation. With the latter, however, a
stronger current was necessary to elicit a response than
was the case with cathodal stimulation. It was later
thought desirable to control the strength of the stimulus,
and therefore condenser discharges were used to stimulate
the preparation. Since both forms of stimulation were
found to give the same results, the experiments about to be
described were all carried out with the condenser-discharge
stimulator (see appendix).
Normal preparation
s
The threshold of the single muscle fiber of a normal
fresh preparation with intact circulation is at first
usually high. After a short time, however, the threshold
drops considerably. A very low strength of stimulus is
now sufficient to elicit a response. When the threshold
has become relatively steady, the fiber always responds to
this strength of stimulus with an all-or-none contraction.
This type of response can be readily recognized, since it
is a quick twitch which involves the whole fiber.
Gelfan (1930) and Gelfan and Gerard (1930) state
that the condition for the production of graded local
contractions in a single fiber is that the fiber be
stimulated with a micro-electrode touching it. Under these
—.
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conditions a graded response will be obtained with
threshold stimulation, but if the electrode be moved away
slightly from the fiber the response will be all-or-none.
It appeared desirable to stimulate a fresh fiber, fulfillir g
these conditions, and to see if their results could be
confirmed. With a fine micro-electrode (1-3 p. diameter)
touching the fiber, a graded contraction was soon obtained
to threshold stimulation. However, there soon appeared
a little wheal on the fiber in the region of the electrode,
indicating that the fiber was injured. If the electrode
was placed in a position not touching the ouiescent fiber,
yet close enough to touch when the fiber contracted, a
wheal again appeared after a short period of stimulation.
A fiber stimulated in this way would also give graded
contractions readily. But if the eleccrode was applied
as close to the fiber as possible without touching it
when it contracted, no graded responses were obtained to
threshold stimulation. In one series of experiments, the
fibers of fresh normal preparations with intact circulation
were stimulated with a micro-electrode of 0.25 p diameter
applied in this latter way. A sufficient time interval
was allowed between stimuli to eliminate any fatigue
factor. The response to threshold stimulation or to
summation of subminimal stimuli was always all-or-none.
Even after two hours of continued stimulation the
contractions were still maximal and no graded responses
were observed.
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Effect of injury
Local graded contractions can be readily produced
in a fresh normal fiber that has been injured either by
cutting or by piercing it previously with the electrode.
The response of the intact fiber is always all-or-none,
but upon such injury local graded contractions are soon
obtained. Hintner ( 1930 ) and Kato (1934) also observed
that graded contractions could be readily produced in
injured fibers. The local contractions are usually
preceded by contracture responses induced at the time of
injury. Frequently, under these conditions, there appears
a type of gradation which seems to involve the whole fiber,
Thus with a threshold stimulus there results an almost
imperceptible movement of the whole fiber. As the strength
of the stimulus is increased, the strength of the con-
traction increases until a maximum response is obtained.
The increase in the strength of the contraction can be
readily observed by noting the amount of displacement of
the fiber with relation to a capillary that lies nearby.
The contraction is slow, resembles a contracture in its
relaxation phase, and is easily differentiated from the
quick all-or-none twitch. It is this form of gradation,
presumably, that Fischl and Kahn ( 1928 ), Brown and Sichel
( 1930 ), and Asmussen ( 1931 , 1932 ) have recorded in their
investigations. However, upon continued stimulation,
this type of response soon disappears and local graded
contractions can be observed with threshold stimulation.

The local response is itself twitch-like in appearance
and has been shown by Gelfan (1933) to have the same form
and duration as the all-or-none contraction. Gelfan (1930
points out that the local response produced with the
micro-electrode touching the fiber is eliminated if the
electrode is placed away from the fiber so that a layer
of Ringer's several thick now intervenes between the
two. Nevertheless, it v/as found in the present work that
once the local responses appear, they can be obtained
either with coarse electrode stimulation applied at some
distance from the fiber or with a fine micro-electrode
placed nearer.
The following representative experiment in this
series indicates the difference in response between fresh
normal intact fibers and fresh fibers that have been
injured. A fresh preparation with inta.ct circulation was
made, and one side of the membrane was cut (Fig. 3)
.
The cut fibers, 1,2,3, and 4 all gave local responses.
Fibers 5, 6, and 7, however, were intact and gave only
all-or-none contractions. The electrode was then placed
so that it touched a fiber on the intact side. Shortly
after, this fiber, which had been responding up to now in
an all-or-none fashion, gave local graded responses. The
characteristic wheal soon developed at the point where
the electrode touched the fiber, indicating that it was
injured
.
r—
Figure 3
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If the fibers are stimulated too near the region
of injury they will soon cease to give any response. But
if the electrode is placed a little distance away from the
injured area, the fiber again responds with local
contractions. Injured fibers soon become non-irritable
and do not respond to further stimulation. However, if
they are allowed to recover, such fibers are again capable
of responding. The response is at first only of an
all-or-none character, but local contractions soon appear.
The time necessary to produce the local responses depends
on how long a non-irritable injured fiber is allowed to
recover. If the fiber is left alone for 10 to 15 minutes
it will respond with a few maximal contractions and then
immediately give local responses. But if the fiber is
allowed to stand for one or two hours before it is
stimulated, only all-or-none responses are obtainable.
It. is only after continued stimulation for a few minutes
that local contractions again appear.
Effect of contracture responses
Gelfan (1930) obtained local contractions by
stimulating the fiber with a tetanizing current of short
duration. With this type of stimulation the writer was
also able to obtain local responses in a fresh normal
intact fiber. The fiber, hov/ever, invariably responded
with contractures before the local responses appeared. If
^
the tetanizing stimulus does not produce any contractures
—
the fiber responds only in an all-or-none manner; when
contracture responses are produced, local contractions soon
follow and can be readily observed. A fiber that is giving
nothing but maximal contractions can be made to give local
responses if it is stimulated with single shocks of
sufficient strength to produce a contracture. Here the
electrode is placed far enough away so that it does not
touch the fiber at any time. This precaution is taken in
order to eliminate any possibility of mechanical injury.
If a fiber that has been conditioned by contractures to
give local responses is allowed to remain quiescent for a
while, it will revert to the all-or-none type of response.
Nevertheless, such fibers will again give local contraction
if stimulated for a short time.
$
Effect of fatigue
A fresh normal fiber that is giving only all-or-none
contractions can be conditioned to give local graded
responses if fatigue is induced. The fiber was, for
example, stimulated rapidly with single shocks at its
threshold, and the response was maximal. During this
period the threshold rose, and a lowering of the strength
of the stimulus produced no response. With onset of
fatigue the stimulus could be further decreased, with the
result that the fiber now gave graded responses. If the
fiber were allowed to rest for a short time (about 15
minutes) before it was further stimulated it would revert
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to the all-or-none type of response, provided, a sufficient
i
interval elapsed between stimuli. If, however, the
stimuli were sent in too rapidly, graded contractions
were again observed. Although a fatigued fiber responds
maximally after a period of rest, graded contractions
will appear more readily in such a fiber than in a
non-fatigued fiber under the same conditions of stimulation.
Frequency of stimulation
Since fatigue evidently is one factor in the
production of local responses, it seemed desirable to
determine whether there is a critical frequency of stimula-
tion below which only all-or-none responses would be
obtained and above which local contractions would appear.
The frequency of stimulation was controlled with a metro-
nome having a mercury contact key. A micro-electrode of
2.5 p diameter was used for these experiments. The time
at which the preparation was made was recorded. The
interval that elapsed between the making of the prepara-
tion and the time at which a given fiber was stimulated
was also recorded and is referred to as the "age of
preparation" (Table I). The duration of stimulation was
recorded by the use of a stop-watch. The responses were
constantly observed during the period of stimulation and
the threshold frequently explored in an attempt to
maintain the liminal stimulus.
The data presented in Table I have been compiled
I
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Age of
in
preparation
minutes
Frequency
of
stimulation
(per minute)
Duration of continuous
stimulation before
appearance of local
contractions
(Exp •t 1) 15 20 (at end of 90 min. no local c ontrac .
)
(
" 1) 105 20 (at end of 120 min. no local contrac •
)
(Exp 2) 20 30 (at end of 103 min. no local contrac •
(
" 2) 123 30 (at end of 55 min. no local c ontrac
.
(Exp *t 3) 17 30 (at end of 123 min. no local contrac
.
(Exp •t 4) 14 33 15 min. 23 sec •
(
« 4) 30 33 12 min. 18 sec
.
(
" 4) 47 33 8 min. 49 sec •
(
« 4) 59 33 7 min. 53 sec o
(
" 4) 77 33 3 min. 51 sec
(
" 4) 83 33 3 min. 14 sec •
(
" 4) 91 33 1 min. 57 sec •
(Exp 5) 25 33 11 min. 37 sec •
(
" 5) 53 33 7 min. 9 sec o
(
" 5) 80 33 2 min. 41 sec •
Table I

from five different experiments and are typical of all the
results in this series. One will observe that a frequency
of stimulation of 50 per minute will not produce local
contractions in fresh uninjured fibers, whereas a frequency
of 35 per minute will do so. The duration of stimulation
neccessary for the appearance of local contractions
decreases as the frequency is increased above the minimum
of 33 per minute. It will also be noticed that with a
frequency of 53 per minute the duration of stimulation
shortens with the increasing age of the preparation.
Another condition favorable for the production of local
responses is, then, the advancing age of the preparation
irrespective of the frequency of stimulation.
Time factor
Although it was found that fresh uninjured, non-
fatigued fibers with intact circulation gave only all-or-
none responses no matter how small the stimulating electrod^
(0.25 y diameter), it was observed that the fibers of a
preparation a few hours old gave local contractions. In
all cases the preparation was at least three hours old
before local responses v/ere obtained. This is confirmatory
of the results of Hintner (1950) and Kato (1934) who also
found that graded responses could only be seen in older
uninjured preparations.
Another factor which must be taken into account is
the presence of an intact circulation. Local responses
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were usually obtained much sooner in fibers which had no
circulation. On the other hand, the preparation in many
cases was six hours old before submaximal responses were
observed in the fibers which had sin active circulation
throughout this period.
The critical frequency of 30 per minute will elicit
maximal responses in fresh uninjured fibers. But after
a few hours the conditions are favorable for submaximal
responses irrespective of the frequency of stimulation,
the critical frequency being no longer in evidence. In
such a preparation the fibers will give local contractions
when stimulated with a frequency of 20 stimuli per minute
or even less.
It is of interest to note the report (Hou and
Brucke, 1930) that the stem of a fresh Vorticella, v/hich
contains a single contractile fibril, also obeys the
all-or-none rule. The response of old or injured Vorticel^.
does not, it is claimed, follow this principle, and all
types of gradation appear in such atypical forms.
ae
Size of electrode
If a muscle fiber is capable of responding sub-
maximally, the local contractions can be elicited even
when the fiber is stimulated with a coarse electrode.
Asmussen (1932) was also able to obtain graded responses
in an isolated fiber with coarse electrodes, but Gelfan
(1933) believes that these results were due to injury of

the fiber during the process of dissection. Care was
taken
,
therefore, not to injure any of the fibers that
were being stimulated. This was accomplished by making
an uninjured preparation and leaving it unstimulated for
a few hours. Fibers of such a preparation readily gave
graded responses when stimulated with a micro-electrode.
An electrode 0.1 mm. diameter was then substituted and
was applied as close to the fiber as was feasible without
injuring it. Local responses were obtained by summating
subminimal stimuli.
Gelfan and Gerard (1930), as has been noted, suggest
that the local contractions are a result of direct stimu-
lation of the contractile units with micro-electrodes and
that the conductile mechanism necessary to produce a
maximal response is not activated under such a small area
of stimulation. However, they found that if the electrode
was moved away slightly from the fiber the same stimulus
now produced a maximal response. This type of stimulation
is more diffuse, and since a larger area is stimulated the
propagated disturbance is aroused which results in an
all-or-none contraction. Microstimulation, with the
electrode touching the fiber, is necessary then in order
to obtain submaximal responses in both curarized and non-
curariaed preparations. These results are not confirmed:
the writer was able to observe graded responses when an
effective stimulus was applied, regardless of the distance

of the electrode from the fiber. When the micro-electrode
was placed too far away from the fiber there was no
response, but upon increasing the strength of the stimulus
a submaximal contraction could again be elicited.
The above experiment was repeated with a coarse
electrode (0.1 mm diameter). A constant supramaximal
stimulus was applied and the distance between the electrod^
and the fiber was varied. When the electrode was near
the fiber the latter gave a maximal response. As the
electrode was moved farther away from the fiber local
responses were observed. As the distance was still
further increased, diminishing gradation of the submaximal
response was obtained. Finally a point was reached beyond
which there was no response. When now the distance be-
tween the electrode and the fiber was decreased, the
response increased until a maximal contraction resulted.
The same magnitude of response was obtained at any given
point when the electrode was being moved either away from
or towards the fiber.
The gradient of current spread is schematically
represented in Figure 4. It is readily seen that the
farther away the electrode is moved, the greater the
spread of the stimulating current. But no matter how grea
the spread, the response is still submaximal in a fiber
capable of giving such a response. (The fact that a
local response is obtained at all is in direct opposition

Figure 4

to the results of Gelfan and Gerard who claim that any
amount of current spread must under such conditions involve
a maximal response.) And if a fiber is responding in an
all-or-none manner, tne response is also independent of
the size of the electrode or the distance between the
electrode and the muscle fiber. An effective stimulus
always produces a maximal response.
The greatest current density is directly beneath
the electrode. There is a greater current density in A
(Fig. 4) than in B since in the former case the electrode
is nearer the fiber and there is not so great a current
spread. Also at any given point, x (A, Fig. 4) the current
density is greater than at a corresponding point, y, in
B (Fig. 4). One might offer the objection, therefore,
that although a large area is being stimulated when the
electrode is at a distance from the fiber, the intensity
of the stimulus at any point is not great enough to evoke
a propagated disturbance. If this were the case all the
local responses to an effective stimulus should occur
directly beneath the electrode since the current density
is greatest in this region of the fiber. Nevertheless,
submaximal responses were observed a short distance away
(z. Fig. 4, B) where the current density is undoubtedly
not as great as it is directly beneath the electrode.
(This type of response will shortly be discussed in detail).
o8
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Inorganic salt balance of the Ringer solution
Horton (1930) found that skeletal muscles immersed
in Ringer lose potassium, which can be quantitatively
accounted for by an increase is the K-content of the Ringer.
Injured muscles also lose potassium, and it is possible
that the free diffusible K in the muscle is concerned with
the excitation process. Horton further found that a muscle
soon became inexcitable when immersed in Ringer containing
about four times the normal amount of potassium. In view
of the above results it appeared desirable to study the
effect of excess potassium on single muscle fibers.
The fibers of a fresh preparation were found,* as
usual, to respond in accordance with the all-or-none
principle. The normal Ringer bathing the preparation was
then changed for one containing as excess of KC1. It was
found that a solution containing an excess of 0.028 g KC1
per 100 cc. normal Ringer readily produced local
contractions in fresh fibers (which were responding
maximally in the normal Ringer). If the preparation was
now placed in normal Ringer for a time, the fibers again
responded maximally. But after a short delay submaximal
responses were again obtainable. While these investi-
gations were in progress, Zwikster and Boyd (1935) reported
that cold blooded hearts (turtle and bullfrog) responded
in a graded fashion to strong graded galvanic currents
when immersed in excess KCl-Ringer. . The effect was
reversible when the solution was changed for normal Ringe r

Since normal Ringer was temporarily effective in
eliminating graded responses, it seemed probable that an
excess of NaCl (since it is antagonistic to KC1) would
entirely eliminate submaximal responses due to treatment
with KC1. It was found that the graded contractions
observed in fresh fibers which were immersed in the KC1-
Ringer could be immediately eliminated by changing the
solution for normal Ringer plus 0.33g NaCl per 100 cc.
Under these conditions only maximal responses were obtained
However, if the preparation were now placed in the KC1-
Ringer, local responses soon returned. In the NaCl-Ringer
the fibers again responded with maximal contractions.
Thus the effect is reversible at will.
A series of experiments of the following type were
made, therefore, in order to study the responses of fibers
of the same preparation; different fibers being severally
under different conditions while the effects of KC1 and
NaCl were determined.
A fresh preparation was made, and one side of the
membrane was cut (Fig. 5) along its lateral attachment.
Fibers 1, 2 and 3, being injured, gave local responses.
Fibers 4, 5, and 7, however, responded maximally. The
preparation was now placed in Ringer containing an excess
of 0.028g KClper 100 cc. and the fibers on the intact side
soon responded locally. When the solution was changed to
Ringer containing an excess of 0.33g NaClper lOOcc. fibers
4
r
5. 6 and 7 responded maximally, but the injured fibers

Figure 5
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still gave submaximal responses. The intact fiber 4 was
now stimulated with a supramaximal stimulus which resulted
in contracture responses, and local contractions soon
appeared. Fiber 5 was injured with the electrode, and
submaximal responses were also obtained. Fiber 6 was
stimulated rapidly up to the onset of fatigue and the
appearance of local contractions. The preparation was now
immersed in a bath containing an excess of NaCl, and the
graded responses still persisted in fibers 4, 5 and 6.
Fiber 7 responded maximally, but after the preparation had
been standing for a few hours it responded submaximally
.
The NaCl-Ringer v/as effective, however, in eliminating the
local contractions observed in this fiber (as a result of
age), and only maximal contractions were then obtained.
Thus an excess of 0.33 g NaCl per 100 cc. Ringer is
effective in eliminating local contractions from muscle
fibers of old preparations. But the submaximal responses
obtained from fatigued or injured fibers are not thus
eliminated
.
Since the anion is the same in bat h NaCl and KCL,
the effects produced by these salts must be due to the Na
and K ions. It v/as thought, however, that since osmotic
conditions are changed by the addition of either salt to
normal Ringer, the results might in part be due to a
change in osmotic pressure. Consequently, the effect of
Ringer with unaltered osmotic pressure and an excess of

either RaCl or KC1 was determined. In the NaCl-Ringer the
amount of KC1 was proportionally reduced so that the total
osmotic pressure remained the same. Likewise with the
KCl-Ringer the NaCl content was lowered. It was found that
these solutions were equally as effective as those in which
the osmotic conditions were altered. It must be concluded,
then, that the production and elimination of local
contractions in single muscle fibers can under certain
conditions be controlled by changing the electrolyte
composition (Na and K) of the bathing medium.
Effect of constant strength of stimuli
Gelfan and Gerard (1930) have pointed out that the
magnitude of a local response is dependent on the strength
of the stimulus. If a fiber is stimulated under the
conditions they specify, namely a micro-electrode touching
the fiber, a small strength of stimulus will elicit a local
contraction which is constant for the given stimulus.
The conditions stipulated above were rigidly adhered
to, and micro-electrodes of 0.25 p diameter were used.
Once the micro-electrode was placed in position it was not
disturbed throughout the experiment. The muscle fiber was
stimulated with condenser discharges, the strength of whichl
could be controlled. By means of a cathode-ray oscillograp l
it was determined that for any given adjustment of strength
the condenser discharge used as a stimulus remained constant.
The frequency was below the critical frequency of 30 per

minute. A fresh uninjured fiber always responded maximally
When the fiber was capable of responding locally the re-
sponse at first varied, although the strength of the
stimulus was constant. With a strength of stimulus
sufficient to elicit submaximal responses, the response to
the first stimulus might be a local contraction while the
second and third stimuli would evoke maximal responses.
The fourth stimulus might again give a submaximal contracti]<{)
etc. Upon continued stimulation, however, the maximal
responses became fewer. Soon they disappeared and the same
stimulus now elicited only local contractions. With furthe
stimulation the latter also disappeared and the fiber did
not respond at all. It appears, therefore, that the
contractile elements responsible for the local contraction
can be fatigued. If the stimulus is now sliglt ly increased
only maximal responses are obtained. Also, if the strength
of stimulus that is producing only local contractions
(before onset of fatigue) is kept constant, but its duraticjji
increased, the fiber will give all-or-none responses.
This process can be repeated if the fiber is allowed to
rest and the variablility of the response of the fiber is
again observed.
Effect of curare
The experiments were repeated on curarized prepa-
rations, and the same results were obtained as with non-
.
It was found that l/l2 grain curarecurarized fibers
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injected into the ventral lymph sac produced complete
curarization since stimulation of the nerve did not elicit
any muscular response. Usually l/6 grain curare was given,
and after paralysis of the spinal frog the preparation was
made
.
Gelfan (1930) states that microstimulation is also
necessary in order to obtain submaxirnal responses in
curarized preparations. Gelfan (1933) objects to Asmussen ’3
view that the all-or-none property of the muscle fiber is
a function of the end-plate on the basis that, if this were
the case, microstimulation would not be necessary to produce
graded responses in curarized fibers, since curare
eliminates the end-plate. It was found, nevertheless, that
the fibers of curarized preparations which were capable of
responding submaximally to micro stimulation would also
respond locally when stimulated with coarse electrodes.
In a few cases l/3 grain curare was administered to insure
complete curarization. The fiber was generally stimulated
at a distance from the point of entrance of its nerve so
as not to involve the end-plate, altnough graded responses
could also be obtained equally well in this region.
If the end-plate is a factor eliminated by curare,
and assuming Asmussen^ hypothesis to be valid, then only
graded responses should result with direct stimulation.
It was found, hov/ever, that a constant strength of stimulus
applied at a point on the fiber distant from its area of
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innervation would produce both local and maximal contractiO
The objection might be advanced that curare possibly does
not completely eliminate the end-plate factor responsible
for the all-or-none property of the muscle fiber. If this
were true, then stimulationg a portion of the fiber in
which no nerve filaments are evident should result in a
local contraction. And yet, if the conditions are such tha
the fiber is capable of responding in an all-or-none manner
only maximal contractions are obtained with threshold
stimulation in either curarized or non-curarized prepa-
rations irrespective of the size of the electrode or the
point of stimulation.
ns
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Types of gradation
The local contractions are not always confined to
the area of stimulation. Many variations have been
observed, and they can be obtained either with two stigmat
electrodes or by unipolar stimulation. From the reports
of Fischl and Kahn (1928) and Asmussen (1931, 1952) it
would appear that tne gradations they observed involved
the whole muscle, the magnitude of the response increasing
with an increase in the strength of the stimulus. The
submaximal responses recorded by Gelfan and Gerard (1930),
Pratt (1930), Kato (I934) and others were confined to a
local area of the fiber at the point of stimulation and
did not extend beyond a millimeter. Both of these
responses have been seen by the writer. Figure 6
c
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Figure 6
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schematically represents the various types of graded
responses that have been observed during the course of the
investigations
.
The local response which occurs at the point of
stimulation is shown in I (Pig, 6). The increase in the
area of response with an increase in the strength of the
stimulus is indicated by the numerical notations. Another
local contraction which occurs at the point of stimulation
does not seem to involve the fiber transversely (II, Fig. 6)
With an increase in the stimulus, however, more and more
transverse portions of the fiber are seen to respond. The
response also increases longitudinally. The range of
gradation is small and a strength of stimulus is soon reached
•'which evokes a maximal contraction. A similar local
contraction has also been seen at a little distance from the
electrode (IV, Fig. 6). Both responses, however, have been
observed only in a few isolated instances. The type of
gradation which appears to involve the whole fiber is
indicated , in V (Fig. 6), The whole fiber appears to respond
to an effective stimulus, but the magnitude of the response
increases as the stimulus is increased. This can be readily
observed by the amount of displacement of the fiber with
relation to a capillary that lies near it. Generally this
type of gradation is most frequently seen in injured fibers
or in fibers which were giving contracture responses, and
usually precedes the appearance of local contractions.
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Distant localized contractions
Under the conditions succeeding injury or contracture
there can be observed a localized contraction which occurs
at a distance from the electrode (III, Pig. 6). The strength
of stimulus necessary to produce this response is less than
the stimulus which causes a local response at the point of
stimulation. The distant localized contraction can be
obtained with two stigmatic electrodes or by unipolar
stimulation. The portion of the fiber between the electrode
and the area that is responding remains quiescent. If the
stimulus is slightly increased, this quiescent region respon4s
with a visible movement. The increase in the area that
contracts appears to spread from the region that is already
responding towards the point of stimulation. Hou and Brucke
(1930) observed in old or injured Vorticellae a similar
response of the contracting fibril which comprises the stem
of the animal. Unipolar stimulation was used with the
cathode applied to the cell or "head 1 ' of the Vorticella and
an indifferent electrode placed in the bathing medium. The
contraction of the stem, which normally follows the all-or-
none principle, occurred in a small portion of the stem at
a distance from the point of stimulation.
Two possible explanations for this phenomenon are
suggested:
(1) It might be due to electrical conduction of
the stimulus through the bathing medium and.
«•»
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consequently, stimulation of" a more-ex^itrabTe =
portion of the muscle fiber.
(2) It might be due to physiological conduction with-
out concomitant contraction.
It appeared desirable to investigate these two
possibilities, and a series of experiments were undertaken
to determine whether the distant localized response was a
result of physiological or of electrolyte conduction.
.Effect of changing the electrical field
That the distant localized contraction is not due to
a spread of the stimulus which activates a more excitable
portion of the fiber can be ascertained by the following
observation. The fiber was stimulated with a strength of
stimulus which resulted in a local response involving the
area on either side of the point of stimulation. When the
stimulus was decreased, the visible response of the region
of the fiber beneath the electrode disappeared and a local-
ized contraction was now obtained at a distance from the
electrode. If the result were a direct stimulation of the
sarcomeres an effective stimulus should produce a response
in the region of the electrode, since the current density
is greatest at this point (page 38). But the distant
response is obtained with a smaller stimulus, in which case
the current density is less than that necessary to produce
a contraction at the electrode. In view of this fact the
contention that the distant response is caused by a spread
..
<
.
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of the stimulus is hardly tenable.
Another possibility is that the lines of current
flow between the active and the indifferent electrode in
unipolar stimulation are such that the arrangement is favor-
able for the stimulation of a more irritable portion of the
fiber. If this were so, then by shifting the position of
the indifferent electrode one should expect a change in the
response, since the lines of current flow will be altered.
At some position of the indifferent electrode one might even
anticipate that the distant response would entirely disappear
since the excitable region would not be stimulated. The
indifferent electrode was therefore placed in various parts
of the conducting medium, on the body of the frog, and also
at the base of the tongue. The response, however, still
persisted no matter where the indifferent electrode was
placed. Moreover, reversing the direction of the current
by means of a pole-changer did not alter the response -in
any way.
Surface membrane conduction
On the basis that the distant localized contraction
is due to electrical conduction and stimulation of a more
excitable area of the fiber, it might be that the surface
membrane acts as a physical conductor. The stimulus would
be conducted by the membrane and excitation would occur in
the most excitable region of the muscle fiber. If this were
so, then placing the active electrode at any point whatever
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on the fiber should produce a response in this more
irritable area. The electrode was placed at E (Fig. 7) and
a response was obtained at C. If the surface membrane
functioned as a physical conductor, then placing the electrod
at E-]
,
Ep, or E3 (since the fiber is branched) should also
produce a response at C (assuming G to be the more excitable
area). This, however was not found to be the case. 'Alien
the electrode was placed at E^, there was no response at C.
Instead, another distant localized contraction could be
obtained in another region of the fiber. With the electrode
at E_^ and the same strength of the stimulus, there might be
no response. If now the stimulus was increased to threshold
value of the fiber at that point, the response was usually
maximal. But after stimulating the fiber a few times the
stimulus could be reduced again and a localized contraction
obtained at . The same thing occurred with the electrode
placed at E or E and the localized contractions were
CJ O
obtained at C and C respectively.
^ o
The objection might be raised that although the
surface membrane does not act as a physical conductor, the
electrical field is nevertheless changed by a shift in the
position of the active electrode. In order to determine to
what extent the lines of current flow were changed by a shift
in the position of the active electrode, the latter was movec.
about to see if the response at C could be obtained with
the electrode applied at any other point than E. Assuming
AB to be an equipotential line of current flow, then with th<

Figure 7
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electrode placed at any point on AB the density of current
flow should be the same. Since this equipotential line was
not determined, the electrode was actually placed at various
points on either side of this theoretical line and throughout
this region,. With the electrode at E there was no response
at C with the same strength of stimulus. Since the threshold
stimulus changes with a change in the angl e of the lines of
current flow (Rushton, 1930), the stimulus had to be increase<jl.
But a threshold stimulus still failed to produce a response
jj
at Co An effective stimulus applied at E^ would usually
cause a maximal response. After a few responses the stimulus
could then be decreased and a local response obtained in some
other region, (at the point for example) but never at C,
Also with the active electrode placed at any given point
either on the fiber or in the conducting medium, the position
of the indifferent electrode was constantly changed in an
attempt to obtain the same electrical field that existed with
the active electrode placed at E. None of these procedures
resulted, however, in a localized contraction at C. It was
further assumed that by placing the active electrode at E-j ,
which is the same distance from C as E, there would be an
equipotential line which would stimulate C and produce a locai
contraction. The effect of the electrode at Eq has been
described; namely, a response was obtained at but not
at G
.
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The same results were obtained with two stigmatic
electrodes. With the latter applied at E (Fig. 7 ) a localiz^
contraction occurred at C. Keeping the distance between the
two electrodes constant in order to maintain the same
electrical field, the electrodes were then placed at El.
There was no response at C, but one could now obtain a distarj
localized contraction at C-,. If the electrodes placed at E
were now removed a little distance from the fiber, the same
stimulus was ineffective. But upon increasing the stimulus
the localized response at C could again be obtained. Likewise)
if the electrodes at E^ were removed a little from the fiber
a small Increase in the stimulus would produce a response
at but not at C.
Although placing the electrodes at the points indicate^
above changes the response, moving the electrode along the
fiber from point E (Fig. 7 ) towards the responding area G
does not. Figure 8 illustrates such an experiment. With the
electrode at E^ a distant localized response is obtained at C
But with the electrode at Eq there is no response at C.
However, if the electrode Is placed at any point between E]_
and C as at Eg or E3 the same stimulus still produces a
%
response at? C. But if the electrode is placed at E4 the same
stimulus does not elicit a response. When the stimulus is
increased to a liminal value the resulting contraction is
usually maximal. Upon continued stimulation the threshold
becomes lower and a local contraction may be obtained which
involves the area from C to Ca and includes the region C 0
..
«
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Further stimulation causes a further decrease in the
threshold, and by lowering the strength of the stimulus one
can now obtain, with the electrode at E
,
a localized
4
contraction at CA . It appears then that the points E^ and
E^ are the limiting boundaries within which the response
can be obtained at C.
"Blocking" the conduction
If the distant local contraction were due to electricj
conduction, compressing the quiescent area between the
electrode and the active region should have no effect on
the response, since such a procedure would not interfere
with electrical conduction to a more excitable portion of
the fiber. With the electrode at E (Fig. 9) a localized
contraction was obtained at C. The fiber was stimulated at
regular intervals with a constant stimulus. A fine glass
rod, R, was then applied to the quiescent region, and by
lowering the rod the fiber could be compressed at this
point. A little pressure was sufficient to eliminate the
localized response at C„ However, if the rod was slightly
raised the response at C was again obtained. Although the
electrical field and the stimulus remain constant, the
response, nevertheless, is eliminated when the rod is luwereql
i
and the fiber is slightly compressed. It appears, therefore!
that the response is not a result of electrical conduction,
since conduction can be "blocked" by the rod. The results
of the other experiments concerning the distant localized
Ll
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Figure 9

contraction also seem to rule out electrical conduction and
to indicate that the response is due to physiological
conduction
.
The possibility of separating the conductile and
contractile processes has been a much debated question.
Biedermann (1895), Engelmann (1902) and other early workers
maintained that conductivity and contractility were inde-
pendent of each other. Einthoven (1924), however, believed
that the two are inseparable and that it is improbable that '
one could be present without the other. Mines (1913) claimejd
that the mechanical and electrical responses could be
separated by means of electrolytes, since he was able to
obtain an electrical response from a frog's heart after it
had stopped beating following perfusion with a Ca-free
perfusate. Beritoff (1924) found that although he could
obtain electrical responses in a fatigued muscle he was not
i
able to record any mechanical response accompanying the
electrical cnanges. Fulton (1925) repeated these experiments
j
and always obtained a mechanical response whenever an
electrical change was recorded. In no case, even under
conditions of extreme fatigue, did he obtain an electrical
response without a corresponding change in tension. These
ii
results led him to conclude that conductivity, excitability, !;
and contractility are inseparable properties of muscle.
Bishop and G-ilson (1927), however, have suggested
that the first maximum of a monophasic muscle potential curve
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represents a process of excitation analogous to that of nerve,
while the subsequent plateau represents the process underlying
contraction.
The experimental work presented by the writer shows
that the distant localized contraction is not due to electric4Jl
conduction. Furthermore, the results of compressing the
quiescent region between the responding area and the electrode
are strongly suggestive of physiological conduction. The
fiber, when it is in a condition to give a distant localized
response, may be considered analogous to a nerve-muscle
preparation. That the threshold of nerve is lower than that
of muscle is an accepted fact. This is also the case with
the single muscle fiber under certain conditions. When the
local contraction involves the area beneath electrode it may
be assumed, in accordance with the hypothesis of Gelfan and
Gerard (1930), that the contractile units (sarcomeres) are
directly stimulated and respond. But upon decreasing the
stimulus the contractile units in the region of the electrode
are not stimulated since the stimulus is below threshold.
Instead, the lowered stimulus now activates some process which
s imulates nerve conduction, and a localized contraction is
obtained at a distance from the electrode. This hypothesis
would account for the quiescent area between the electrode
and the responding region. The strength of stimulus necessary
to excite this conductile process is below the liminal value
for the contractile units and consequently there is no
response in the vicinity of the electrode .
h1 3 0 < '£
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formally there is a functional continuity between all
the conductile and contractile processes. Stimulation of
the nerve which innervates a muscle fiber that is itself
capable of giving graded responses produces only maximal
contractions. This is explainable on the basis that since
the nerve impulse cannot be graded its magnitude is specific
to arouse the propagated disturbance which results only in
a maximal response. However, under certain conditions (age,
injury, contracture) there is a disjunction between the
conductile process, which is responsible for the propagated
disturbance, and the more intimate conductile processes
(possibly represented in myofibrils) which directly control
the contractile units. When such a separation has taken
place it is then possible to obtain a distant localized
contraction with a stimulus that is sub-liminal for the
propagated disturbance. As the stimulus is increased there
is an increase in the magnitude of the graded response until
finally the area beneath the electrode responds ( direct
stimulation of the contractile units). A further increase
in the strength of the stimulus results in a maximal respons
indicating that the threshold for the propagated disturbance
has been reached.
The distant localized contractions appear to follow
the all-or-none principle. It was observed that although tl
stimulus was being continuously increased there seemed to be
no change in the magnitude of the response until a definite
strength of the stimulus had been reached. When
e
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such a stimulus was applied there was then a visible increase
of the graded response. Although Gelfan (1930) also observe*,
this apparent discontinuity of the local response, his
records show only continuous gradation. He attributes the
apparent discontinuity to the fact that a small increase in
the strength of the stimulus would of necessity be without
effect because of the large resistance of the micro-electrodo.
The writer, however, has observed the same thing even with
coarse electrodes (0.2mm diameter) where the resistance is
obviously not so great. Nevertheless, while it appears
that the increase in the magnitude of the distant localized
contraction is discontinuous under continuity of increase
in stimulus, this observation will have to be more
objectively and more accurately determined.
— _
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Conclusions
A fresh normal, uninjured skeletal muscle fiber obeys the
all-or-none principle when stimulated with a frequency up to
50 stimuli per minute. The fiber responds maximally regard-
less of the size of the electrode that is employed.
After a fresh normal fiber has been subjected to fatigue,
contracture, or injury the conditions are favorable for the
production of submaximal responses. Microstimulation is not
necessary in order to obtain local contractions in a fiber whic
is capable of giving local responses. When local contractions
are obtainable they can be produced with coarse electrode
stimulation (0.2 mm. diameter).
*'resh normal fibers which are responding maximally can
be made to give local responses by immersing the preparation
in Ringer solution which contains an excess of 0.028 g KC1 per
100 cc. normal Ringer. Local contractions produced in this
way can be immediately eliminated by changing the surrounding
medium for one containing 0.55 g NaCl per 100 cc. Ringer.
Uninjured fibers in a preparation which has been standing
for a few hours will also give local responses. The excess
NaCl-Ringer is effective in eliminating the local responses
!
observed in old preparations. However, the local contractions
obtained under conditions of fatigue, injury, or contracture
cannot be eliminated by addition of 0.55 g HaCl per 100 cc.
normal Ringer.
A stimulus of constant strength will produce both
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maximal and submaximal responses depending on the condition
of the muscle fiber.
All the results were obtained in both curarized and
non-curarized preparations.
Under conditions of injury, contracture and fatigue
there is obtained a localized contraction at a distance from
the electrode. The evidence indicates that the distant
localized contraction is due to physiological conduction
without concomitant contraction and that the contraction
process in a skeletal muscle fiber may be separated from
the conduction process within the fiber.
*

Summary
Muscular gradation was at first thought to be due to
the production of a "larger" impulse in the nerve. It has
now been definitely established that gradation of muscular
response is brought about by bringing more muscle fibers
into activity as the strength of the stimulus is increased.
The single muscle fiber always responds in an all-Or-none
manner when stimulated through its nerve and, normally,
also responds maximally when stimulated directly.
However, there have been observed local graded
contractions of single muscle fibers. It is claimed that
these submaximal responses are only obtained when the fiber
is stimulated with a micro-electrode applied close to the
fiber. Since the area of stimulation under these condition^
is very small, the localized stimulus acts directly on the j!
j|
muscle units (possible the sarcomeres) and does not evoke
the propagated disturbance. It has also been suggested
that the all-or-none property of the muscle fiber is a
j
function of the end-plate and that graded responses result
when the end-plate is not stimulated. Some investigators
believe that the local contractions are not normal response
but are a result of injury to the muscle fibers; moreover,
that they are most readily seen in old preparations.
These graded responses are capable of spatial summation.
Furthermore, the duration and form of the submaximal
responses have been found to be identical with those of
maximal contractions.
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The responses of the single muscle fibers of the
membrana basihyoidea of Rana pipiens were studied. It v/as
found that a fresh preparation with the circulation intact
gave only all-or-none responses even when micro-electrodes
of 0.25-4 u diameter were employed. The following are some
of the conditions found to be favorable for the production
of graded contractions:
1. Absence of circulation in the capillaries supply-
ing the musculature.
2. Injury to the muscle fibers.
3. Establishing contracture responses in the fiber.
4. A preparation that is at least three hours old.
Under these conditions many types of gradation appear,
The local responses may occur at the point of stimulation or
at some distance on the fiber. Further, graded contractions
were observed which seem to involve the whole fiber. The
magnitude of the response became greater as the strength of
the stimulus v/as increased. Usually this type of response
precedes the appearance of local contractions.
The fibers of a fresh preparation which have been
responding in an all-or-none manner gave local contractions
when the Ringer solution was modified by addition of 0.028 g
KC1 per lOOcc. Graded contractions produced in this way,
as well as those obtained from fibers of an old preparation,
were immediately eliminated (with reversion to the all-or-
none type) by changing the solution for Ringer plus 0.33 g
WaCl per lOOcc. This effect is reversible at will.
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A fresh muscle fiber which is fatigued, will readily
give graded responses. Frequency of stimulation is another
factor in the production of such contractions in fresh
uninjured fibers. A stimulation of 30 per minute with an
electrode of only 2,5 u diameter gave responses of an all-
or-none character even after two hours of continuous
stimulation; but a frequency of 33 stimuli per minute soon
caused graded contractions. The time necessary for the
appearance of the local responses shortened with the age of
the preparation and with the increase in frequency of
stimulation above the minimum of 33 per minute. The addition
of 0.33 g NaCl per lOOcc. Ringer did not eliminate the local
contractions obtained from a fatigued or injured muscle
fiber
.
When a fiber is capable of giving local contractions,
these responses can be obtained by stimulating the fiber
with a coarse electrode. With an electrode of 0.2 mm.
diameter, the magnitude of the local contractions was
observed to diminish as the distance between the electrode
and the muscle fiber was increased.
All the results were obtained with single induction
shocks. The only difference between cathodal and anodal
stimulation was that in the latter the current had to be
increased in order to obtain a threshold response. It was
then thought desirable to study the responses with controlled
condenser discharges in both curarized and non-curarized
prepar ations . The results were confirmed in both cases.
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A fiber which gave localized contractions to a constant
strength of stimulus responded in an all-or-none manner to
the same stimulus. Upon continued stimulation, the latter
contractions may disappear, leaving only localized responses.
However, if this strength of stimulus eliciting only localized
responses is increased in duration, the all-or-none effect
reappears. These localized contractions can also be fatigued!
If a fiber is responding locally, a threshold stimulus
will produce a contraction at some distance from the electrode;
the portion of the fiber between the electrode and the
responding area remaining quiescent. A slight increase in
the stimulus, however, produces a visible response in the
previously quiescent region.
Such a distant localized contraction can be obtained
either with two stigmatic electrodes or with astigmatic and
a diffuse electrode. With the latter, the electrical field
was changed by shifting the position of the diffuse electrode,
or the direction of the current reversed by a pole changer.
If the phenomenon were due to electrical conduction a change
in the response on alteration of the electrical field would b^
expected. The response, however, was not affected by such
changes
.
If the electrode be moved along the quiescent region
towards the area that is responding no change is produced.
But if the electrode be placed at any other point, this
specific contraction is eliminated and another distant
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localized response may be obtained.
by applying pressure to the quiescent region by means
of a glass rod these distant responses were abolished. If
now the rod be slightly raised, the response returns. If this
effect were due to electrical conduction, then shifting the
electrode elsewhere at a comparable distance on the membrane,
or compressing the quiescent region should not alter the
response. It is concluded, therefore, that the distant
localized contractions are a result of physiological
conduction, and that in these single muscle fibers we may
have conduction without apparent contraction.

APPENDIX
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The stimulator which was employed, in the investigations
is essentially the same as that described, by Schmitt and
Schmitt (1932). However, a few changes have been made which
materially reduce the cost without affecting the efficiency
of the apparatus. They prescribe a Thyratron tube, type
T'.Gr. 57, but it was found that a Thyratron tube P.G-.17 was
just as effective. The other changes will be noted in the
following description of the stimulator.
As a self excited oscillator
The condenser C
x
charges through the resistance Rx
until the ignition potential of the tube is reached. The
Hg vapor ionizes at this point and C discharges through the
u\.
primary of T^. The ignition potential is determined by the
negative bias impressed on the grid i.e.-- the adjustment
of R^. . The surge of current through the primary of T^
induces a potential in its secondary and serves as the
shocking stimulus.
The rate of the stimulus depends on the rate of
charging of C
x „
In turn, the charging of °x is determined
by the setting of Rx and on the total plate potential applied
(B)
.
The character and duration of the stimulus depends on
the setting of the condenser (Cx )-- all other settings
being constant.
..
-
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-Thyratron tube P.Gr.17, grid controlled Hg. vapor
rectifier,
-Bank of condensers (0,001 mfd. — 2 mfd.
)
Condenser to block polarization currents (1,0 mfd.)
^ank of resistances (50 000 ohms to 9 megohms)
Potentiometer (450 ohms)
R- Potentiometers - 10 000 ohms each for grading
Potentiometer- 100 ohms output
Orid resistance l/4 megohm
Output transformer 3.5/1 ratio --iron core--
(mounted on removable base)
transformer 16/l ratio - iron core - for external
excitor
Jack with automatic double pole, double throw contacts
Filament battery (storage cell 2 volts) (4 volts if
ballast resistance is used in series)
Plate battery variable to 180 volts
^rid bias battery 4.5 volts
1.5 volt dry cell for external excitor
Switch
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Schmitt and Schmitt specify a Leeds and Northrup,
four dial, 10 000 ohm resistance box for the purpose of
controlling and grading the strength of the output potential.
In order to eliminate the cost of such a unit it was found
that the intensity of the stimulus could be accurately con-
trolled by an output potentiometer system (Rq_
,
Rg, and Rg).
The potentiometers are so connected that stimuli are reproduce-
able and proportional to R^ + R2. In practice the stimuli
are proportional to the dial settings of Rgo The system of
three resistances employed as described affords a coarse
adjustment by varying R^ and R3; and a fine adjustment by
varying Rg.
As an externally excited oscillator
If a contact key is insetted into J, the secondary
of Tg is automatically included in the grid circuit of the
tube. When contact is made a surge of current is induced in
the secondary of Tg which is impressed on the grid of the tube.
This suffices to ionize the Hg vapor and the condenser system
discharges producing a stimulus as previously described.
When used with an external excitor the grid bias is
made sufficiently negative to prevent automatic discharging.
9?his is accomplished by adjusting Rg0
The stimulus produced in this manner is independent
of the speed or nature of making or breaking the external
excitor contacts. This is due to the fact that only a positive
,, It
*
.
.
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.
potential surge on the grid of the tube will ionize the Hg
vapor. As soon as ionization has occurred the nature of the
discharge is governed only by the characteristics of the
plate circuit i.e. the settings of R„, Cr , and the plate
-X.
potential
•
The writer wishes to express his indebtedness to
Dr. M. A. Derow for his invaluable assistance in the con-
struction of the stimulator; and also to thank Mr. L. Taylor
for the use of his cathode ray oscillograph in testing the
constancy of its output.
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